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About This Game

Jump in to intense turret defense action with Sol Survivor! Build turrets to defend your colony and the innocent colonists within.
Smash enemies with volleys of actively-controlled orbital support. Play with friends in co-operative and competitive multiplayer

matches or test your mettle against our new Survival mode!

Orbital Support - Get up close and personal with the enemy by calling down orbital lasers, salvos of artillery and many
other weapons in support of your turrets. Never be stuck wishing your turrets could fire just one more shot!

Huge Turret Arsenal - Twenty-six turrets are at the ready in the fight against the enemy, with each one filling a unique
role. Try "old-time" strategies like cannons and mortars or ramp up the technology with banks of lasers and automated
drones!

10 Unique Playstyles - Ten distinct executive officers bring unique combinations of turrets and support to the
battlefield. Choose a favorite or pick the officer that best suits the challenge at hand!

Immersive Camera and Controls - With a full rotational camera, the battlefield is at your fingertips. View the action
from afar and plan strategies or get in close for precise actions!

Exciting Co-Op and Multiplayer Modes - Choose from up to four game modes: the casual Duo mode, flexible Versus
mode, challenging Co-Op or competitive Wars mode. Play with up to 8 friends!
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Survival Mode - Fight against tougher and tougher waves of enemies crafted randomly to create new challenges with
each game. Challenge your friends to beat your best times!

In-Game Encyclopedia - Always be well informed about the turrets and the enemy by consulting the in-game
encyclopedia. Read up before starting a battle or check up on your knowledge quickly from the field.
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For all those cliff hangers in the ending of part 1, it's just a rain. Casual Kazuki's joke.

Kazukibestgrill\/10. Very enjoying to play, makes you think and use your head a bit but i had to stop playing as my game
crashed every 3 mins due to not enough space error or i had to completely resart a mission due to an error whle loading a file.
Very dissapointed i cant play the other 12 mission :(. The game is fantastic. It brings back the magic and nostalgia of the Beat
'em up of the' 80s and '90s as well as being packed with easter eggs and references to retro games and the 99vidas podcast..
Very Good and interesting Game with high potential.
But its like a Alpha.

I pay the Full price to support the developer.

They should fix poor hardware utilization. A Simulation needs performance. 6 or 8 Core.
Yes i had crashes too and the worse of it is i dont get any fault indication. Also i have one game what i can reload but always it
crash after a short time.

The game needs more stability and hardware efficient. The Evolutionworking is really good.

And if they integrate later easy neural network or something like Games "Evolution App" does, i will pay many 100 Dollars.

But i really like this "Game" :)

. it is a very awesome+good game and have never witnessed lagg
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This is the best godamn thing to grace this miserable planet. Thank you for this nirvana.. A bit of a grind at times in order to get
enough coin to level up. Still a good game and worth a few hours of playtime.. In the later levels and in the end-boss fight you
have to put your stick into the ground by pressing the "down" key - especially the end-boss fight cannot be finished without it.

Good graphics.
Good and precise gamemechanics.
Nice maps.
Good music.
Small good story.

Later levels are a bit more arbitrary if you don´t want to spend your time learning the patterns of the enemies you can use to go
further in the game. Not that good.

Definitely worth a play.. Meh... No voice acting, animation only while characters idling and it's simple looped. Characters not
doing anything just standing while text explain that they actually do. Boring. Very boring. Plot isn't so bad and text wrote well,
but without voices it's too boring to read. Graphic drawn well and its remind old games like King Quest or Space Quest. Maybe
it's just not my cup of tea, or maybe I played not too many point-and-click quests to judge well. I think if you liked this
graphic... yeah why not, it's cheap. But it's only one thing that game can actually gave you.. It's mainly an achievement farm
game, but to be honest it's worth your money even if you're just looking for a mosaic game.. Having just reviewed Hell, a game
that uses the same engine, I am pleasantly surprised to see it put to use as intended. This is a good turn-based strategy game well
worked, with all the extras you could want. It has an extensive campain, dlc for more should you want them, an editor, and
multiplayer mode. It's amazing the difference a little polish and balance can make.. A non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyWqTfXGMu0

Hidden is a unique and stylish point and click horror adventure. You play the game as Thomas Farrell, a young anthropologist
and one of the expeditioners behind the search of evidence about the Legend of the Ancients.
Thomas traveled to Buenos Aires, where an old colleague of his uncle Eneko seems to have found an important trail to the
Ancients.
His investigations start in an old boarding house and soon he will realize that there is something hidden beyond the legend. -
Recommended!
. Pubg fat big nut. Fortnite small ninja stream. Russia battlegrounds? epic/10 would roundhouse kick a muslim again.
Multiplayer works just fine And I Baught A 4 pack. Loving The game with friends A must If you like RPG's ,Zombies, 4 player
co op, leveling system,different classes,and theres sooo many weapons to find or buy at a dealer, and of course special abilities
for every class. On sale The 4 pack was only $2.99 for the winter sale 2015. I couldn't asked for more.
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